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NONMONOMIAL CHARACTERS AND ARTIN'S CONJECTURE 

RICHARD FOOTE 

ABSTRACT. If E / F is a Galois extension of number fields with solvable Galois 
group G, the main result of this paper proves that if the Dedekind zeta-function 
of E has a zero of order less than LG at the complex point So ~ 1 , then 
all Artin L-series for G are holomorphic at So - here LG is the smallest 
degree of a nonmonomial character of any subgroup of G. The proof relies 
only on certain properties of L-functions which are axiomatized to give a purely 
character-theoretic statement of this result. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let E / F be a Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G. One of 
the main results of [4J is that if G is solvable and for some So E C the Dedekind 
zeta-function of E has a zero of order less than P2 - 1 , where P2 is the second 
smallest prime dividing IGI, then all the Artin L-series, L(s, X, E / F), are 
holomorphic at so' for all irreducible characters X of G. More group-theoretic 
information was available than was actually needed to complete the argument 
in [4], and the purpose of this paper is to exploit that extra information to give 
a precise bound for the order of the zero of the zeta-function which will ensure 
the holomorphy of all Artin L-series at so' 

Although establishing the holomorphy of Artin L-series is the principal mo-
tivation, the main result of this paper is phrased in a more abstract form. In 
order to motivate the axioms for this treatment, some background material on 
properties of Artin L-series is included (details may be found in [7]). Other 
possible applications of the main theorem are mentioned after the corollaries 
to this theorem are listed. 

For each finite-dimensional complex representation of G with character 'II 
the Artin L-series, L(s, 'II, E / F) , is defined by an Euler product which is seen 
to converge in the right half-plane Re s > 1. By results of Hecke, Artin, and 
Brauer this Euler product has a meromorphic continuation to the entire complex 
plane. Artin's Conjecture is that if 'II does not contain the principal character 
of G, then L(s, 'II, E / F) is an entire function. 
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Artin L-series satisfy the following properties: 
(1) L(s, IfI t + 1f12' ElF) = L(s, IfIt, EIF)L(s, 1f12' ElF), where IfIt, 1f12 

are characters of G; 
(2) if Eo is the fixed field of ker IfI , then L(s, 1fI, ElF) = L(s, 1fI' , Eol F) , 

where 1fI' is the character IfI considered as a character of G I ker IfI ; 
(3) L(s, 1fI, EIEH) = L(s, Ind~(IfI), ElF), where H::; G, IfI is a char-

acter of H, and EH is the fixed field of H; and 
(4) if IfI is a nonprincipal linear character, L(s, 1fI, ElF) is entire; if lfIo 

is the principal character of G, L(s, lfIo' ElF) = CF(s) is analytic everywhere 
except for a simple pole at s = 1 (here CF(s) is the Dedekind zeta-function of 
F) . 

Fix So E <C - {1}. We obtain an integer-valued function v defined for each 
Galois extension E' I F' with F ~ F' ~ E' ~ E and each character IfI of 
H = Gal(E' I F') by 

V(IfI) = ordL(s, 1fI, E'IF'). 
S=So 

This function satisfies the relations imposed by the above properties of L-series. 
The series L(s, 1fI, E'IF') is holomorphic at So if v(lfI) ~ O. By properties 
(2) and (4), CE(s) = L(s, AO' EIE) , where AO is the principal character of (1). 
Specifying a bound on the order of the Dedekind zeta-function at So is therefore 
the same as bounding V(AO). Motivated by this, we abstract properties (1 )-( 4) 
to arbitrary groups and couch our results in this more axiomatic setting. 

For any finite group H let Irr(H) and Char(H) be the set of irreducible 
characters and all characters of H respectively. 

Definition. Let G be a finite group and let J1 be the set of sections of G (i.e., 
the set of groups B I A , where A ::; B ::; G and A :::l B) . An L-valuation on G 
is any function 

v: U Char(H) -+ Z 
HEJl 

which satisfies the following axioms: 
(1) v(lfI t + 1f12) = v(lfI t )+v( 1fI2) ' for all HE J1 and all IfIt, 1f12 E Char(H); 
(2) if H E J1 and IfI E Char(H) with N = ker 1fI, then v(lfI) = V(IfI') , 

where 1fI' is IfI considered as a character of HI N E J1 ; 
(3) v(lfI) = v(Ind~(IfI)), where H::; K E J1 and IfI E Char(H); and 
( 4) if IfI is a linear character of some H E J1 , then v ( 1fI) ~ 0 . 

Note that if IfI is a character of some K E J1 and H ::; K, then v(lfI) 
need not equal v ( IfII H). Also, v may take different values on characters of 
isomorphic sections such as on the principal characters of A I A and BIB. We 
will be careful to state clearly on which section a given character is defined. 

Let AO be the principal character of (1). We wish to find an upper bound 
ffc such that whenever v is an L-valuation on G and V(AO) < ffc, then 
v(X) ~ 0, for all X E Irr(G). In [4] the bound ffc = P2 - 1 was shown to 
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work for solvable groups G, where P2 is the second smallest prime dividing 
IGI (although the authors discussed only Artin L-functions, their arguments 
prove the corresponding result for arbitrary L-valuations). This bound given in 
terms of the group order alone does not focus on the characters or structure of 
the group. The sharper bounds obtained in this paper are determined by certain 
character degrees of subgroups of G. More precisely, note that by axioms (3) 
and (4) of an L-valuation if X is a monomial character (i.e., is induced from 
a linear character of some subgroup), then v(X) is already nonnegative. The 
nonmonomial characters of a group and its subgroups are the obstructions to 
raising the bound ~. 

Definition. For each subgroup H of a finite group G, let 

Charnm(H) = {¢ E Irr(H)I¢ is not a monomial character of H} 

and let 
LG = min{¢(I)I¢ E Charnm(H)} , 

H~G 

where LG = 0 if Charnm(H) = 0 for all H ~ G. 

The main result of this paper is 

Theorem 1. Let v be an L-valuation on the finite solvable group G and assume 
V(AO) < L G, where AO is the principal character of (1). Then for all X E Irr(G), 
v(x) ~ O. 

Applying this to Artin L-series (where, as above, v (X) is the order of an 
Artin L-series at so) we obtain 

Corollary 2. Let E / F be a Galois extension of number fields with solvable Galois 
group G and let So E C - {I}. If ords=so 'E(S) < L G , then all Artin L-series 
L(s, X, E / F) are holomorphic at so' for all irreducible characters X of G. 

Under the notation of Theorem 1 if for some character X of G, v(X) < 0, 
then LG =I- 0, whence LG ~ 2. A crude lower bound for LG may be computed 
from IGI alone: 

Theorem 3. Assume G is solvable and LG =I- o. Over all prime divisors p of 
IGI and all 0: E Z+ let pet be the smallest integer such that p2et+1 IIGI and one 
of the following holds: 

(1) p is odd and (pet + 1 , I GI) > 1 , or 
(2) p = 2 and (22et - 1 , IGI) > 1 . 

Then LG ~pet. 

The proof of Theorem 3 shows that because LG =I- 0, there must exist a 
pair p, 0: as described in the statement of that theorem. If P2 is the second 
smallest prime divisor of IGI, by considering cases (1) and (2) of Theorem 
3 separately, a moment's thought shows that pet ~ P2 - 1. In particular, we 
immediately obtain from this an independent proof of the main theorem in 
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[4] and a slight improvement to its corollary. These are listed as the next two 
results respectively. 

Corollary 4. Let ElF be a Galois extension of number fields with solvable Galois 
group G and let So E C - {1}. If for some irreducible character X of G, 
L(s, X, ElF) has a pole at so' then 

ord 'E(S) ~ LG ~ P2 - 1, 
S=So 

where P2 is the second smallest prime dividing IGI. 
Corollary s. If I GI is odd and LG -=f 0, LG ~ 5 . 

Theorem 1 might also be used to decide certain integrality questions along 
the following lines. Let p be a prime, let ElF be a Galois extension of number 
fields, and assume, for all subgroups H of G, that all Artin L-series (or p-adic 
L-series) for H are rational at So and L(so' x, ElF) is p-integral for all linear 
characters X of G. Let v ( I{I) be the p-adic valuation of L( so' I{I, E I EH) . 
Theorem 1 proves that if the p-adic valuation of 'E(SO) is < L G, then all 
Artin L-series (p-adic L-series, respectively) are p-integral at so. 

Although the hypotheses of Theorem 1 involve the somewhat unpleasant in-
variant L G , one sees for instance that the main theorem in [4] (i.e., Corollary 
4 above) would imply only the bound LG ~ 4 for Corollary 5, so Theorem 1 is 
sharper. In §4 examples are given to show that for certain nonmonomial groups 
Theorem 1 gives the best possible bound. 

Since the proof of Theorem 1 proceeds by induction on the group order, 
it seems necessary to minimize LG over all subgroups of G rather than just 
letting LG be the smallest degree of a non monomial character of G. Further-
more, knowing that v is nonnegative on all characters of some subgroup H 
provides no group-theoretic information (for example, all groups should satisfy 
Artin's Conjecture at so). This may help to explain why LG is defined in 
terms of degrees of nonmonomial characters rather than in terms of degrees of 
characters <p such that v (<p) < 0 . 

In §2 some basic properties of L-valuations on arbitrary finite groups are 
established. The basic tool is the following virtual character introduced by 
Heilbronn in [8]. Under the notation of Theorem 1, for any subgroup H of G 
let 

()H = L v(I{I)I{I. 
'l'eIrr(H) 

[We adopt the terminology that an integral linear combination of characters of 
a group is a virtual character; if all the coefficients are nonnegative, it is called a 
character.] Observe that () H is a character of H if and only if v is nonnegative 
on Irr(H). Using Frobenius reciprocity and axioms (1)-(3) we show that 
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In particular, for every abelian subgroup A, (}GIA is a character of A. This 
together with axiom (2) implies that 

() G( 1) = v(Ao)' 

In a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1 (discussed in §3) (}G is not 
a character of G but its restriction to every proper subgroup is a character. 
Restricting constituents of () G to certain subgroups which possess nonmonomial 
characters eventually forces the degree of (}G to be larger than L G , which gives 
the contradiction necessary to prove Theorem 1. 

Finally, we note that the solvability of G plays an essential role in the proofs. 
Results along these lines for nonsolvable groups are difficult to obtain, even if 
the bound LG is replaced by 2 in the statement of Theorem 1 (see [5] for 
details). 

2. SOME GENERAL RESULTS 

Two theorems of a general nature are proved in this section. These theorems 
will form the basis for the proofs of Theorems 1 and 3 in the next section, 
and they may also be of independent interest. The first applies to an arbitrary 
finite group G which has an L-valuation v and describes the basic properties 
of the virtual character (}G (part (6) of this theorem is the abstract version of 
the Aramata-Brauer Theorem). The second theorem describes solvable groups 
which possess a faithful irreducible character which is not induced from any 
proper subgroup. 

Theorem 2.1. Let G be a finite group which has an L-valuation v. For every 
subgroup H of G let 

(}H = L v(If/)If/. 
If/Elrr(H) 

Let r = V(Ao) , where ,10 is the principal character of (1). The following hold: 
(1) (}GIH = (}H' for all subgroups H of G; 
(2) (}GIA is a character of A, for all abelian subgroups A of G; 
(3) (}G(l) = r; 
(4) for each g E G, I(}G(g)l::::; r; 
(5) for every subgroup H of G, ((}H' (}H) H ::::; r2 with equality holding if 

and only if I(}G(h)1 = r, for all hE H; and 
(6) if H ::::; G and a o is the principal character of the section H / H, then 

v(ao) ::::; r. 

Proof. To prove (1) first observe that it is immediate from axiom (1) of an 
L-valuation that for any character ¢ of G 

(2.1.1) 

We must therefore show that for all irreducible characters A of H, (A, (}H) H = 
(A, (}GI H ) H' The left-hand side of this is, by definition v(A). The right-hand 
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side is, by Frobenius reciprocity, (Ind~(A), ()G)G' By axiom (3) of an L-
valuation, 

G V(A) = v(IndH(A)). 

By applying (2.1.1) with cjJ = Ind~(A) we obtain the desired equality. 
For part (2) of the theorem apply part (1) to obtain that ()GIA = ()A' Since 

every irreducible character of the abelian group A is linear, by definition of () A 

and axiom (4) of an L-valuation () A is a character. 
To prove (3) note that by part (1), ()G(l) = ()(1)(1). By definition, ()(i)(l) = 

V(AO)Ao(1) = V(AO)' as desired. 
To prove (4), for each g E G parts (2) and (3) give that ()GI(g) is a character 

of (g) of degree r. Thus ()G(g) is a sum of r roots of unity, hence has 
modulus at most r. This proves (4). 

Part (5) follows directly from part (4) and the formula for (()H' ()H)H' 
For part (6) apply axiom (2) of an L-valuation to obtain v(ao) = v(a), 

where a is the principal character of H. Now by definition of ()H and part 
(5) 

2 2 
v('II) 50 r . 

'l'EIrr(H) 

Since a is one of the irreducible characters of H, v(a)2 50 r2 . Thus v(ao) = 
v(a) 50 r. This completes the proof of all parts of the theorem. 

Theorem 2.2. Let G be a finite solvable group. If G possesses a faithful irre-
ducible representation which is not induced from any proper subgroup, then the 
following hold: 

( 1) every abelian normal subgroup of G is central and cyclic; 
(2) for some prime p, Op(G) = E I2(Op(G)) , where EI is an extraspecial 

p-group; 
(3) for p as in part (2), G contains a normal extraspecial p-subgroup E 

such that E / E' is an irreducible F p G-module; and 
(4) if E is as in part (3) and lEI = p2s+1 , then some subgroup of G has a 

nonmonomial character of degree 50 pS , i.e., LG 50 pS . 

Proof. Parts (1 )-( 3) are standard reductions which follow directly from Clif-
ford's Theorem and P. Hall's Theorem [6, Theorem 5.4.9]; the details appear 
in §6 of [2]. 

To prove (4) we use some results from [10]. Let E be as in part (3). First 
note that the commutator pairing makes E/2(E) into an Fp-vector space with 
a nonsingular alternating form (hence E/2(E) has even dimension). Let E = 
E /2 (E). Let Eo be a subgroup of E containing 2 (E) of minimal order 
subject to satisfying the following conditions: 

~ -
(i) Eo is a nonsingular subspace of E, and ~ 

(ii) some subgroup H of G acts irreducibly on Eo' 
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Since (E, G) satisfy (i) and (ii), such a minimal subgroup Eo exists. By (i), 
Eo is extraspecial and Z (Eo) = Z (E). Let H be a subgroup of G of minimal 
order subject to H normalizing Eo and acting irreducibly on Eo. Thus no 
proper subgroup of H acts irreducibly on Eo and, by minimality of Eo, no 
proper subgroup of H acts irreducibly on a nonsingular subspace of Eo. Let 
Go = EoH and let Go = Go/CG (Eo). Note that Eo = T so Go = H. We prove 

o 
that Go possesses a nonmonomial character of degree pk ,where IEol = p2k+1 ; 

this is sufficient to establish part (4) because then LG ~ pk ~ ps . 
By Theorem 1.7 of [10] one of the following holds: 

(a) the order of Go is prime to p, or 
(b) p = 2 and Go has a normal odd order subgroup whose quotient is a 

cyclic 2-group. 
In either case (a) or case (b) let Ho be a p'-Hall subgroup of Go. In case (a) 
minimalityof (Eo, H) forces Ho = H an Go = EoH. In case (b), CG (Eo) ~ 

o 
EoHo and EoHo = Ho is the normal odd order subgroup of Go with cyclic 
quotient. In this latter case, by Frattini's argument there is an element t of 
2-power order normalizing Ho such that Go = EoHo{t) ; it follows that we may 
take H = (Ho' t) . 

Let ¢ be a faithful irreducible character of Eo, so ¢ has degree pk . Since 
IHol is relatively prime to IEol, by [9, Kapitel V, Satz 17.12] ¢ extends to an 
irreducible character of EoHo. Furthermore, if we are in case (b), this Satz also 
shows that the number of ways of extending ¢ divides IHol, i.e., is odd. Since 
t permutes these extensions and has 2-power order, t fixes some extension of 
¢ to EoHo; this extension of ¢ to EoHo may then be extended to all of Go. 
Thus in either case Go has an irreducible character 'If of degree pk whose 
restriction to Eo is ¢. 

It remains to show that 'If is not monomial. If 'If were induced from some 
linear character of a subgroup B of Go' then 

k (2.2.1) IGo : BI = P . 
Since 'If is irreducible, it follows that Z(Eo) ~ B and since Z(Eo) is not 
contained in ker'lf, Z(Eo) is not contained in (Eo n B)' . This forces 

k (2.2.2) lEo: Eo n BI ~ p . 
By (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) we get that Go = EoB, and Eo n B is not contained in 
Z(Eo) , i.e., E;n B =f. T. But B = Go acts irreducibly on Eo, so Eo ~ B, a 
contradiction. This contradiction proves 'If is not a monomial character of Go 
and so completes the proof. 

3. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 

Throughout this section G is a finite solvable group and v is an L-valuation 
on G. Assume by way of contradiction that over all pairs G, v one such is 
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chosen to be a counterexample to Theorem 1 with IGI minimal. Throughout 
this section X is an irreducible character of G such that v(X) < 0 and Ao is 
the principal character of (1). 

The proof of Theorem 1 follows the same basic outline as the corresponding 
result in [4]. The essential difference is that whereas the previous result exploited 
only the decomposition of () G on the center of G, this argument exploits the 
"next layer up" in G, that is, the subgroup E provided by conclusion (3) of 
Theorem 2.2. The ultimate contradiction comes from using the upper bound 
for LG given by part (4) of Theorem 2.2 and restricting () G to subgroups 
containing Z (E) . 

Lemma 1. ()G is not a character of G but ()GIH is a character of H, for all 
proper subgroups H of G . 

Proof. By assumption there is an irreducible character X of G such that the 
coefficient of X in () G is negative; i.e., () G is not a character. Let H be a proper 
subgroup of G. The axioms for an L-valuation carry over to all subgroups of 
G, so V IH is an L-valuation on H. Furthermore, it is immediate from the 
definition that LG ~ L H , whence v(Ao) < LH (note that the character Ao does 
not vary with H). By minimality of G therefore v (If!) ~ 0, for all irreducible 
characters If! of H; that is, () H is a character. Lemma 1 now follows from 
Theorem 2.1 (1). 

Lemma 2. If X is an irreducible character of G such that v (X) < 0, then X is 
faithful. 

Proof. Let H = ker X and G = G / H. Proceeding by way of contradiction 
assume H is not the identity subgroup. By axiom (2) the L-valuation v on 
G becomes an L-valuation iJ on G in a natural way. It follows directly from 
the definition that LG ~ L(j. Furthermore, by Theorem 2.1 (6), 

where Ao is the principal character of H / H . Thus iJ(Ao) < L(j. By minimality 
of G, v (If!) ~ 0, for all irreducible characters If! of G. But X is also a 
character of G and by axiom (2) of an L-valuation iJ(X) = v(X) < 0, a 
contradiction. This completes the proof. 

Lemma 3. If X is an irreducible character of G such that v (X) < 0, then X is 
not induced from any proper subgroup of G . 

Proof. If X = Ind~(If!), for some character of the proper subgroup H, then by 
axiom (3) of an L-valuation, v(X) = v(If!). The latter value is nonnegative by 
Lemma 1, a contradiction. 

Lemma 3 allows us to apply Theorem 2.2 to G. Let E be the extraspecial 
normal p-subgroup of G provided by Theorem 2.2(3). 
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Proof of Theorem 1. We now complete the proof of Theorem 1 in a series of 
steps which are similar to those in [4]. Write 0G = °1 - °2 + 03 ' where 

(i) 03 = L V(A)A, where A runs over irreducible constituents of 0G with 
A(l) < L G ; 

(ii) -°2 = L v(X)X , where X runs over irreducible constituents of 0G with 
v(X) < 0; 

( iii) ° I = ° G + °2 - °3 . 
Note that for all irreducible constituents X of °2 , X (1) ;::: LG ' so 

(1) (°2 , °3 ) = O. 
In particular, °3 is a character of G. By construction, °2 is a character. By 
definition of °3 , all irreducible constituents of OJ have degree ;::: L G • Thus °1 is a character and is orthogonal to °2 and °3 , 

Let K be a normal subgroup of prime index t in G. It follows from Lemma 
3, Clifford's Theorem, and the fact that G/K is cyclic (see [3, pp. 53-54]) that 

(2) XIK is irreducible, for all irreducible constituents X of °2 , 

By considering degrees of the irreducible constituents one sees that 

(3) 

Next we prove 

( 4) 

Assume this is false. By (3) above and by Lemma 1, 0IIK - 021K is a character 
of K - call it ¢. Thus we have 

0G(1) = 0GIK(l) = 0IIK(l) - 02IK(1) + 03IK(1) 
= ¢(l) + 03 (1) = V(AO)' 

By hypothesis therefore ¢( 1) < L G . Let ¢I be an irreducible constltuent of 
¢, so ¢I is an irreducible constituent of 0IIK of degree < L G. Let IIf be an 
irreducible constituent of °1 such that ¢I appears in IIfIK . By definition of °1 , 1If(1);::: LG so IIfIK =I- ¢I' Thus, by Clifford's Theorem and G/K being 
cyclic, 

IIfIK = IIfI + 1If2 + ... + 11ft 
for some distinct (G-conjugate) irreducible characters 1If1 , 1If2, ... , 11ft of K 
with IIfI = ¢I (say). Since each lIfi has degree < L G , whereas X(l) ;::: LG 
for all irreducible constituents X of °2 , (2) implies that (lIfi , xI K ) = 0, for all 
irreducible constituents X of °2 ; that is, 

(lIfi , 02I K) = 0, 1 ~ i ~ t. 
Thus 021K must be a constituent of (°1 - 1If)IK . This means IIfIK must be a 
constituent of ¢, which is impossible because, as noted above, 1If( 1) ;::: L G, 
whereas ¢(1) < L G • This contradiction establishes (4). 

The final contradiction now comes from showing °1 (x) = °2(X) , for all 
x E G. If this equality fails for some x, let H = (2(£), x). Note that because 
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Z(E) ~ Z(G), H is abelian, hence is proper in G. Since each irreducible 
constituent X of °2 is faithful on E, X(I) ~ pS • Since Z(E) ~ Z(G), 

XIZ(E) = x(l)e, 

for some nontrivial linear character e of Z (E). Each irreducible constituent 
A of °3 has degree < L G, and Theorem 2.2(4) implies LG ~ pS . Since every 
faithful irreducible character of E has degree pS, Alz(E) is a multiple of the 
principal character of Z(E). Thus (XIZ(E) ' Alz(E)) = o. In particular, these 
characters are orthogonal on H. This proves 

(02I H , 03IH) = o. 
As before, since 0GIH is a character of H, 0JIH-02IH is either a character or O. 
Since OJ and °2 have the same degree, we get 0JIH = 021H ,i.e., OJ (x) = 02(X). 
This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 1. 

Observe that Corollary 1 follows immediately from Theorem 1 with v de-
fined as the order of zero or pole of the Artin L-series at so. As noted in the 
introduction, Corollaries 4 and 5 follow easily from Theorems 1 and 3 (the 
solvability of groups of odd order is invoked for Corollary 5). It remains to 
prove Theorem 3. 

Proof of Theorem 3. First note that the statement of this theorem is purely 
group-theoretic. The proof proceeds in the same manner as the proof of Theo-
rem 1, only the steps are made easier since it is not necessary to keep track of 
L-valuation hypotheses in the induction. 

Over all finite solvable groups let G be a counterexample to the assertion 
of Theorem 3 of minimal order. It follows that for all proper subgroups H 
of G, LH > LG or LH = O. Thus there exist a nonmonomial irreducible 
character X of G with X( 1) = L G • It follows from the minimality of G that 
X is faithful and is not induced from any proper subgroup of G. Let E be 
the extraspecial normal p-subgroup of G provided by Theorem 2.2(3). Let 
lEI = p2s+J and let E = E/Z(E). Since X is faithful on E, X(I) ~ pS • 

If p = 2, some element of G induces a nontrivial automorphism of E 
of odd prime order q, whence by inspection of I Aut(E) I (see [9, p. 247]), 
ql22a - 1, for some 0 < a ~ s. Thus the pair (p, a) gives the conclusion of 
Theorem 3 with condition (2) holding. 

Assume therefore p is odd. If IGI is even, then the conclusion of the The-
orem 3 holds with condition (1) satisfied by a = s because both terms in the 
g.c.d. are even. 

Finally, assume IGI is odd. Since for all proper subgroups H of G, LH> 
LG or LH = 0, it follows by Theorem 2.2(4) that no proper subgroup of G has 
a nonsingular irreducible submodule in E. By Theorem 1.7 of [10] G/CG(E) 
is cyclic of prime order q. Let x be an element of G of prime power order 
generating this coset. It follows from Theorem 2.2(4) that the group (E, x) 
possesses a nonmonomial character of degree pS. Moreover, by Corollary 5.6.4 
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and Theorem 5.6.5 of [6], qlpS + 1; that is, condition (1) of the Theorem is 
satisfied for a = s. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 

Further information concerning LG may be obtained from the list of mini-
mal non-M -groups classified in [11]. 

4. EXAMPLES 

The following example shows that Theorem 1 is, in some sense, best possible. 
It also shows that although the arguments rely largely on examination of the 
degrees of the constituents of () G ' no additional information could be obtained 
from values of the characters on nonidentity elements. 

Let s E Z+. For p an odd prime let E be the extraspecial group of order 
p2s+1 and exponent p; for p = 2 let E be the extraspecial group of order 
22s+ 1 and of - type. Since E admits an automorphism of order t = pS + 1 
we may form the semidirect product Go = E· T, where T === Zt. Let Z = 
Z(E) = Z(Go). One easily calculates (see, e.g., [9, Kapitel Y, Satz 16.14]) that 
E has exactly p - 1 faithful irreducible (Galois conjugate) characters, each of 
degree pS and each determined uniquely by its restriction to Z. If Xe is the 
faithful irreducible character of E whose restriction to Z is pS e , then Xe lifts 
in t ways to a faithful irreducible character of Go (see, e.g., [9, Kapitel Y, Satz 
17.12]). If ex e' is any linear character of Z x T which is nontrivial on Z, 
a straightforward computation shows that 

G ,2 S 
IIIndz~(e x e)1I =p. 

Since e' was arbitrary and since Ind~OT(e x e') restricts to a multiple of e on 
Z, it follows from degree considerations that Ind~~(e x e') is the sum (with 
multiplicities equal to 1) of all but one of the extensions of Xe to Go. By 
Frobenius reciprocity, any extension of Xe to Go when restricted to Z x T 
decomposes as follows: 

XelZxT = Le x e', 
e' 

where the sum ranges over all but one of the irreducible characters e' of T. 
This calculation shows that if 1fI1' 1f12' and 1f13 are any three distinct extensions 
of Xe to Go' then IfII + 1f12 - 1f13 restricts to a character on both E and Z x T. 
By Zsigmondy's Theorem if pS =1= 8, pS + 1 always has a prime divisor q which 
does not divide pa + 1 , for any 0 ~ a ~ s - 1. Let A be the subgroup of T 
of order q, and let G be the subgroup E· A. We may further choose the 
characters 1fI; above so that they restrict to distinct characters on G as well, 
and let <Pi = lfIilG· Note that <Pi is irreducible on E, whence, a fortiori, is an 
irreducible character of G. Since A acts irreducibly on E /Z (E) , every proper 
subgroup of G lies in E or in a conjugate of Z x A. Thus () = <PI + <P2 - <P3 
is not a character of G but its restriction to every proper subgroup of G is a 
character. 
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If K/ H is any section of G and '1/ is an irreducible character of. K/ H, 
then consider '1/ as a character of K whose kernel contains H and define 

v('I/) = ('1/, 8IK )K' 

Then v is an L-valuation on G with V(AO) = pS = L G. Thus the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1 cannot be weakened to allow V(AO) = LG (otherwise G would 
be a counterexample with 8G = 8; and in the decomposition of 8G used in the 
proof of Theorem 1 we would have 81 = ¢1 + ¢2' 82 = ¢3' and 83 = 0). 
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